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About This Content

THE LEGEND IS BACK IN TOWN

The John Wick Heist Pack is the 38th DLC pack for PAYDAY 2. The John Wick Heist Pack comes with 2 brand-new Heists:
Brooklyn 10-10 and Yacht Heist, 2 new weapons, 4 masks, patterns, materials, 2 songs and 12 new achievements.

CHARON HAS BEEN AMBUSHED

Charon handles a delivery of a secret package for the Continental Hotel - the safe haven for international assassins. But others
will do anything to get their hands on its content. As Charon is ambushed during his delivery, he manages to alert the

Continental before he falls into enemy hands. The Continental immediately contacts Bain to get the PAYDAY gang to rescue
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him.

DIRTY MONEY FLOATING AROUND

Charon owes John Wick and the PAYDAY gang his life - a debt that needs to be paid. He offers them intel on their old enemy
McKendrick that will bring the rotten politician down. McKendrick is transporting illegal re-election funds ripe for the taking.
The dirty money is stashed away all over Ethan Powell’s yacht, where a fundraiser party is being hosted. Seize this opportunity,

because this cold hard cash may not be floating around for long.

Sniper Rifle - Contractor

Contractor .308 Sniper Rifle - A semi-automatic sniper that’s fast, fierce and furious - the true choice of pros. With this one,
you can keep your head up high, because everyone else that isn’t completely bonkers will stay low. Easy to handle in the heat of

battle with a fast reload and rapid gunfire.
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Melee weapon -The Hook

The Hook is a reliable tool and frankly its not rocket science. That raw wooden handle with a strong metal hook seems plain and
simple enough, right? The Hook will guarantee to cause much mess. It’s use is only limited by your own twisted imagination in
how to get your enemies hooked. Impaling your opponents in the mouth or snagging their bodies? Stay sharp, bring something

nasty to the fight.

MASKS

Four new masks and headgears to match a natty black three-piece suit and that scruffy beard, as you take out anyone in your
path literally dressed to kill: Lady Liberty, Birds of Prey, Captain and Sailor
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MATERIALS

Four brand new materials come with the John Wick Heist Pack, all carefully created to suit any murderous moves with lethal
assurance: Carbon Fiber Weave, Black Suede, Neon Blue, Underground Neon

PATTERNS

Make a mark with the four new patterns in the John Wick Heist Pack. For the player with lethal temperament and a craving for
impeccable tailoring: Continental, Hotel Pattern, Baba Yaga, Hood Stripes
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ACHIEVEMENTS

The John Wick Heists Pack come with 12 new achievements for the player with sight on the target.
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Title: PAYDAY 2: John Wick Heists
Genre: Action, RPG
Developer:
OVERKILL - a Starbreeze Studio.
Release Date: 9 Feb, 2017

 a09c17d780 

Minimum:

OS:Windows 7

Processor:2 GHz Intel Dual Core Processor

Memory:4 GB RAM

Graphics:Nvidia & AMD (512MB VRAM)

DirectX®:9.0c

Hard Drive:31 GB HD space

Sound:DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,German,French,Italian,Dutch,Russian
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=l-UfXgyNrZo

This game is definitely not worth playing. A platformer only in name, Ukranian Ninja does nothing well. Poor animations,
terrible controls and awful voice acting, it's hard to see why this game got Greenlight, and how the developers managed to
release the game, and still have pride in their release.. It needs some major balance tweaks and QoL enhancements.

Honestly 20 grenades is just too much. Thats pretty much the #1 cheese strat. Throw a grenade knock them down go shoot
them. It's boring. Even by the end of the game you still have plenty of grenades left. Theres very little tactical gunplay, more
tactical grenade play.

As for tactical gunplay... well the RNG is in your favor as far as not getting shot. If you're behind cover it's 0.0%-0.6% thats .6
percent chance of getting shot. So maybe in 20 minutes you might kill someone. Best yet, you are pretty much in cover if you go
prone... which is pretty much instantanious btw. Which basically forces permanent relocation and grenade cheese strats like
above. Theres no differentiating the type of cover, be it a car, a wall, a window, prone. They all work pretty much the same. If
someone has a corner on a wall 0 percent chance of shooting them, even from the side. It's not fun...

So no private servers, no passwords, no ability to play with a couple people if you want.

Matches take forever to start, forever to launch, forever to get in a game, then when you're all dead, it takes forever watching
them tap the points wandering around the map for awhile....

The ranking system is a blessing\/curse. You're at the will of higher ranked players to start the matches, hand out weapons.

Graphics 3\/5
Gameplay 2\/5
Fun 1\/5

Fix some of the issues and it'd be better, but I sort of doubt it considering the community that like it how it is. If you haven't
followed this game, I'd recommend against buying it.

Apparently the grenade tactics have been here since inception... Refunded. I'll check back later.. This is now my go-to game if I
need to kill a few minutes. Super simple but so much fun. The sound effects make it very satisfying to fly close to the walls..
cute, spooky and free! ❤. I'm going to play this again tomorrow & note down everything that annoyed me about this, so this will
likely get more terse tomorrow; peep the Screenshots for some of the annoyances.
I don't recommend it for most people, I half recommend it for those who are diehards for seeing where a game can just barely
fail at pretty much every aspect of control & puzzle mechanics, sound design; the total package, it gave me the weirdest sense
that it had effort behind all of it & it just wasn't playtested by somebody easily annoyed by this sort of stuff like me (where is
the TaskRabbit for playtesting).

Anyway, part of a review.
I can see where this tried, but I more often saw where it failed.

- It opens by telling you to press Tab to check your objectives, you can only do this in the first level, every other level you do
have objectives but TAB doesn't do anything.

- You have a finite sprint, but never get chased by something & you have to go up & down stairs a few times; there isn't a reason
to have finite sprint in the game & it does the awful head wobble while sprinting.

- The soundtrack is a loop of contextless horror tropes (doors creaking opening, a baby crying, a woman screaming, a man being
angry, a cat meowing angrily, a fire), sometimes it syncs up & is quite atmospheric but mostly it just feels cheap for a game that
bills itself as atmospheric to use contextless audio.

- The notes are badly translated (some are funny bad & it isn't even really a problem because the story is pretty standard indie
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horror fare & you'll figure out the notes that lead to puzzles because there are very few areas to actually go)

- The puzzles suffer from bugged hitboxes or just garbage pixel hunt nonsense, one of the puzzles has you collect scraps of a
painting in order to form the full painting on the wall & then you click it to trigger a cutscene; I repeated this four times & only
twice did I actually get the hand icon to trigger the cutscene despite being in the same spot.

- Prior to that, you get directed to a trapdoor, the trapdoor doesn't have an opening animation (but a puzzle box later on does), so
you just click through a closed door & a note appears; what you can't tell is that further to the right, there is a key that you need
to click on but can't see because it is hidden under a trapdoor texture.
A few places in this game like with the TAB for tasks & some obects having animations while others don't, it feels like a game
of half completed ideas\/mechanics.

- You get locked in a bathroom & open a meter box where you have to pick up a notepad, but unlike all the other interactable
objects so far where you press E, this one you have to left click.
Then you have to find 8 barely distinguishably different white tiles to collect a code for the locked box that actually animates
opening. This is the worst, slowest part of the game unless you have way better visual acquity than me; apart from being a boring
puzzle, it just stops any sense of pacing the game had.

I'll finish this up tomorrow, but for now, while this isn't the worst thing I've reviewed lately & it does show effort, it needs a
bunch more effort from here to even be a mid-tier indie horror game on Steam & for $6, mid-tier is the least it should be
shooting for.

. Very enjoyable few hours.

Amorous ending on 1st go.. Not worth the money. Neither Viking nor Metal.. Link to the official patch that allows you to enjoy
the full game:

https:\/\/the-last-sovereign.blogspot.com.br\/p\/desecration-of-wings.html. The game needs work. I'd recommend playing The
Guild 2 instead. Its like impossible to earn money in this game. You're in a constant state of desperation for money because its
so hard to earn money
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Lot's of fun. To me it seems to combine building, resource management, and dungeon crawling into one neat package. Biggest
gripe is the missions get a bit repetitive after a while, as a side the combat movement takes a while to get used to and could do
with some improvement (selecting individual units auto-retaliate option when enemies engage etc) . Well worth the price, stop
reading and get it now.. Though I've only played this for a short time I found it different than most hidden\/adventure object
games I played. The tutorial was very straight forward and simple. I looked how real pictures are used and people with voices. I
liked looking for things without all the clues (like sparkles saying "LOOK HERE!") It made the game more challenging having
to watch for the curser icon to change from a yellow dot to a hand, magnifier or gears. It was nice to be able to pan around the
room by clicking on the far right or left arrows when they appeared. I can say I like the game thus far.. Good experience. About
10 mins or so with both maps. Looks good. Creepy with the Spider. Very good demo. No motion controls as you have to keep
both hands on the control keys of the keyboard and not lift them off. Good for the money.. It is not good, but it is not the worst
game i've played. I would say buy it for a cheap price and just to play when resting from your main game.But i would not really
recommend it.. Good, not great. The armors and soundtracks are better than Set A, unfortunately Soulcalibur 4's ost is still
missing.. Better gunplay than PUBG. I find this product to be very time consuming as I havent tried painting before, but Black
Ink is a very nice program to use. It can make people without talent do a unique design in a few minutes, and a professional do
some amazing artwork. I recommend buying this if you have a hobby for art, also can be used by professionals but I am unsure
if there are better programs out there for professionals to use.. mask r good
kunai is good
Kriss is a mini\/2ndary MG42
pistol crossbow is not bad but not good so its okay
WA2000 outclassed by the AR15 chambered in .308 i would say

poison is eh i rather them die quicker
i wanted a kusarigama, a melee weapon that u throw at cops and pull them 2 you with slow swing\/throw speed and bad at close
range i think that wouldve been nice.
a grapple hook wouldve also been nice for ur deployable. the only game that is actually any good.
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